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1. Do youe see the way clear to paesent administration indicate a
and still in critical condition at the
better relations between employer and trendawpay from individualism?If so,
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a fracture of the skull, concussion of
Ans. "Yes. Probably it will make it
the brain and numerous other injuries way from my experience by the ema result of an automobile accident ployee representation plans that en- more difficult for the engineer to pracas
Alice T. Hunter, '36, speaker on the victorious Technology debating teamI
when the car in which he was riding lightened management in many com- tise as an individual consultant or
Veevs praise from Charles Deedman of Middlebury College.
I struck a steel light pole last week.
panies have worked out."
practitioner."
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in his practice, and the lawyer, in his offce,
have a source of income that may vary with
the business cycle, but at least they retain a
toe-hold on security and are not thrown com1pletely out of work by depression, as happens
to the engineer 'when the heavy goods industry hits one of its cyclic lows. People will get
into trouble and mothers will have babies without consulting the stock market.
As concrete evidence of this difficulty is the
present number of engineers who are unemployed, some 30,000 men.
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G. B. Wilkes. ,Jr., '37, A. M. York, '37.
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SELF ANALYSIS
AIMS IN LIFE
00 rarely in the under gr aduate life of an
1
active student comes the chance to take
account of stock, to sum up and clarify his
aims and attitudes in life, and to determine
"where he is headed." Bombarded as he is
with a multiplicity of stimuli, he is busy
enough reacting to the many situations witl
which he is confronted without trying to organize his efforts as a whole so as to finish
with the maximum of achievement and the
minimum of lost time.
Because increased facilities of communication make possible a wider range of activity,
two distinct tendencies conflict in the life of
every one of us. One is the attempt to participate in too many activities, and the other is to
retreat to a nook of specialized research and
renounce completely everything that does not
fit into one's narrow field. The tendency to try
a hand in too many pursuits probably arises
from a genuine interest in, and aptitude for,
diversified endeavors. Those of us who have
tried this path know the mental disintegration
that result from "spreading one's self too
thin."
The other trend results in Just as unfortunate a situation. The ultra-specialized student becomes unbalanced. Many such have left
the Institute, not half as well prepared for life
as the high school graduate.
Why do students fluctuate between these
two extlemes? WVhlv do not students decide
their objectives and orient their educational,
professional, and social objectives to corlespond with them? It is because they fail to
answer for themselves a few elementary questions. The intellectually honest student will
realize the necessity of considering them. The
following questions are suggested as pertinent
in determining the student's course for a successful life.
Is the quantity of my work interfering wvith
its quality 7
"Hase my aims in life changed since nly
coming to Technology?"
"What are my aptitudes, and what wolk do
I enjoy most?"
"Have I discarded orthodox religion, and if
so have I substituted for it a system of ethics
which is harmonious with rmy ambitions?"
"What activities are at present least valuable to me, and can I profitably renounce them
in order to spend more time in work that is
more ill line with my professional ambitions ?"
The fortunate student who can answer
these queries will have gone a long way toward
defining his visible and attainable goals.

15,000 MEN
E:NGINilEEr ibN
'

I

EMIPILOYMENT

rHERE is no more striking illustration of
1thl present tremendous increase in the
functions of the Federal government than is
contained in recently computed figures showin- that the number of government employed
engineers has jumped from about 4000 under
Hoover to some 15,000 under President RoosAevelt. Tie expansion in public works projects-

i

f HARtACTERISTIC of senility is the view
that the current younger generation is
far inferior in strength, wisdom, and personality to that of years ago. Such a belief, is
fundiamentally a manifestation of personal
vanity.
That the present era of depression is existent upon a much grander scale and in a more
intensified form than ever panic existed in lfhe
United States is openly admitted today by
those whom the world has most reason to believe. No one generation is shouldering this
great burden but the present youth is doing
its share-an ample one that does not allow it
to be soft and superficial.
The moral fiber of a race depends to a considerable ex-tent on its environment, and the
current economic situation is not one to foster
a weak or dependent attitude. Witness the eonduct of an increasing number of college students who maintain themselves with a self
r eliance and a dignity that would do credit to
their parents.
Of course if one is seeking a standard of
comparison, it is possible to go, say, to the
little towns of Central Europe where a boy is
forced into hard, bitter labor, when he can find
it, at the age of thirteen, and must be completely self supporting before he is twenty.
Professor Robert E. Rogers, whose talk on
"Youth and the New Deal" at the Old South
Mleeting House forum occasion these remarks,
is correct in saying that youth of today is no
wiser than it ever was. It never was. Wisdom
might be said to be a function of experience
and experience, other things being equal, depends on time. But far from being easily seduced bay theories, book talk and idealisms, as
PErof. Rogers says, modern young mein and
adopting the objective attitude, one that is
often more than their somewhat romantic
elders can stomach.
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DIFFERENT OBJECTIONS
Yesterday's newspapers carried accounts of the
United States Supreme court decision in which land
grant colleges were upheld in their right to make
military training compulsory. This decision is unquestionably right, and legally, the only answer to the
problem of compulsion, for a student selects his own
university or college by his own free will, and in so
doing, takes into account all rules and regulations of
the institution he has chosen to attend. Consequently,
if he does not like a certain regulation, or if his conscience can not abide by certain phases of the training he is receiving, it should be easy enough to go to
another university where conditions are more to his
liking.
On the other hand, we read in yesterday's Exponent
that the Big Ten Editorial As.Ensoeistinn, onpl-nosed nf
editors of various Western Conference student newspapers, passed a resolution recommending that military training, as a compulsory course, should be abolisked. The reasons for condemning compulsion in this
instance were entirely different than those advanced
by the two California students who attempted to
evade military training on the grounds of conscientious objection. The association believes that military
training has no more educational value than football,
perhaps much less;.they why should it be made comiplsory ?
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THE PAPARONE STUDIOS
Established 1914
Private lemsons day or evening by appointment, class every
Tuesday evening 8: 0 10:30
Special rates to students
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I
cliffe next m order. This was a reversal
"I think that this Christmas Dance
and conduct research in physics. The
(Continucd Anom Page 1)
of the standings last year, when B. U. was one of the most successful that
(Continued from Page 1)
led;
followed
~y,
Simmons,
Radcliffe,
I
Technology has seen in a long whiled," electromagnetic generators, the new commercial application of the scheme
ognized as one standing out prominremarked PAAxz, llbecause every one generators would produce direct cur- has been an objective about which
ent~lv in the Technology student's and Wellesley,
her6i wai al'sod a change in the entered into the spirit of the no-npainn.
there has been little discussion and,
my. do adi!g educators have recently
given considerable attention to the preference for first names, as mdi- and made it a true Christmas 'Party' rent at about a million volts
In the experiments with the Round few definite announcements.
fact that sufficient cultural education cated by the count Friday night. The and not just an ordinary dance."
I
---Re~r
tied,
and
Bett.v
HeQen
names
given
should supplement technical training
I·
in order that the engineer receive a for first plce' tljs year; W*ith ?8AairorI,
President Ruth, and Dorothy inl a tie ftr second.
well-rounded
education.
Compton has made the statement that
cultural subjects, together with the
broadening subjects of a liberal artb
education "comprise a very significant
portion of the typical student's program."
Recent invocation at Yale University of a Political Union has attracted
widespread interest. It is orga;nized
similar to a national legislature: parSKI HEIL!t
VANITY CASES
ties, each upholding certain principles,
have been formed, each party being
$1.50 up
With Tech Seal
Announcing Our
directed by floor leaders much as our
Congress is directed.
SKI DEPARTMENT
BRACELETS
It has been noted that the Cambridge aid Oxford Unnions have held
$T.S cp With Tech Seal
as their member'fs manry wfio latierbeSKIS-for the beginner or expert
came members of the British Parliament.
Ski Boots
CIGARETTE CASES

Tod 3!
VNIN TO S1CHUSS

-VAl.UE OF TECH TRAINING

Ch ristmnas Gifts

COOKING ABILITY RATElD
AT INTELLIGENCE DAINTCE

Righto ! -We're a bit
snooty about our draw_

_

:__ :

(Continued fromi Page 1)
"which may or may not indicate where
Technology men expect to find househould ability."
Santa Claus appeared at 12:00
o'clock, and was decidely the hit of the
evening. He gave his interpretation of
"Santa Claus is Co'!g to Town," and
then distributed horns, confetti, and
noise makers to the guests. After this,
everyone took part in a festive dance
around the large Christmas Tree in
the center of the floor.
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best draftsmen for the
lost 54 years. Give'em
a tumble!
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Do Your Christmas Shopping at the "COOP"

HIGGINSJ
.

Sk1
JSvm

Trechnolosgy Branrclh Ho C.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS &CO., Inc.
2n1 Ninth St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

DRAWING INKS

Ski Bindings
Ski Poles

With Tech Seal

$2.25 up
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CIGARETTES

SMOKING

TOBACCO
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A pound of Prince
Albert in glass humidor, gaily packaged.
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0 Cigarettes for Christmas! No smoker ever has too many. But

which cigarette? Remember that the brand you give reflects your
own good taste... your sense of discrimination. That's why we suggest Camels. They are made from finer, more expenpsive tobaccos
than any other popular brand. They are the choice of distinguished men and women in every field of the social and business
worlds. And their finer tobaccos bring that welcome "lift" in
energy - that warm good cheer-which is, after all - Christmas!
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The I-pound tin of mild,
mellow '"P.A." specially
wrapped for Christmas.

Is there a pipe smoker on your Christmas
list? Then your problem is solved. He's made
it easy. Give him long e-Nenings of calm contentmnent. Give him the sheer joy of ripe, mellow tobacco-cool and mild and biteless. Give
e

I

I

him Prince Albert..."The National Joy Smoke."
What a man spends his own money for is what
he really likes. And more men spend their money
for Prince Albert than any other pipe tobacco.
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SENIOR CLASS DANCE
TO BE HELD JANUARYI11

TECH DEBATERS DEFEAT
MIDDLEBU

BY 2-1 VOTE
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;;;3HE3 EMPHASIS ON INTELLECTUAL
ACHIEVEMENT AT HARVARD IS
PARALLELED BY A DISCRIMINATING INSISTENCE UPO)N THE
BEST IN CORRECTLY TAILORED CLOTHES.
Harvard men, alike in college and as alumni, are
alert to all that makes for progress in apparel;
they were among the first to discover and adopt
the Kover-Zip closure for trousers- they were
quick to see its many advantages over the exposed
metal of the ordinary zipper.
Leading Harvard tailors, creators of fine clothes
for college men, are fully aware of Kover-Zip's

YI

Your Bank

superior qualities.

KENDALL SQUARE
OFFICE

.. .

AA
famous Boston tailor to Warvard
mnze, says-" When our patrons
with a slide fastener, we are
equipped
or
slacks
specify trousers
It is obvious that
preference.
this
for
to
provide
prepared
shows is more in
no
metal
which
the Kover-Zip closure in
keeping with the requirements of good taste than an ordinary
uncovered zipper with its strip of exposed metal."
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WALDES KOH-I-NOOR, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.
LONDON
BARCELONA
PARIS PRAGUE DRESDEN WARSAW
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MCPENSIVE slide fastener
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THE MULTITUDE OF CRYPTOGAM5
WHICH HAVE A PLANT-BODY WITHOUT TRUE LEAVE5,STEM5 OR
\PoOT5 COMvE UNIDER THJE I4EADIN.
COFROOP GR)UALLOPHYTE

Brown Picks Up Early Lead
Int First Penrod To
Win, 4-2

NOW IN -THE TYPES OF CRYPTOGAMS
THERE ARE GROUP PTERIDOPH1YT5
ARE FERN5, ETC .,ETC.,
1
WHICH

A decidedly improved Engineer
hockey team dropped its third straight
game to a fair Brown team at Provev
dence Friday night by a score of 4-2.
The M. I. T. team displayed flashes
of winning form, but was not steady
enough to turn the tide of victory itb
Ine puel;sters, handicapped themselves at the beginning when they permitted Kerins, of the Providence team,
to push one through in the opening
three minutes. In every game this
season, the Beavers have been scored
on the opening minutes, and have
never had a chance to -et ahead. The
first period scoring at Brown may be
partly explained, however, by the late
arrival of Bob Steiger, Tech's No. I
goalie. Don Kenny guarded the net
during the first period, when three of
the Brown's four goals were scored.
After the early score, the Beavers
settled down somewhat, with the first
period being the only one in which
they were outplayed. The 13rulns
counted twice more in the first twenty
minutes, leasing the score 3-0 at the
close of the period.
Beavers Score In Last Round
The two teams played about evenlh
duringthe second period, but Tech
couldn't pass Sophomore goalie Skillings -while Brown got one past Steirer.
In the closing period, the Cambridge
team outplayed its opponents decisively Healey, of the second line,
scored Tech's first goal on an assist
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DEAVER PUCLSTERS
LOSE THIRD GAME

were- guests of the Institute on Monday,-December 17. They were brought
here by Mr. Brooks, Assistant MAnager of the Copley Plaza Hotel, ana
were welcomed to the-school by William Jackson.
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luding speaker- for -Techa3
no o S arito,
advocated- ino-deiate
for the armathe
solution
control as t]
me'~~~mnt questicion. He and Miss Hunter
gave the reebutal for the negative.
They emphiasized their point that
profits whielh the-'affirmative maintained were the root of the evil would
still exist bu)ut would be' used by poli-1
tician insteaad of business men.

ContinuingLg its annual custom, the
Senior class;s Nvill hold its dance oii
Friday, January 11, in Walker Mem(Continued from Page 1)
she explained to show that the manu- orial from 99 P. M. to 3 A. M. Admist
sion is free3 for Seniors and Seniors
facturers could not favor war.
be distribStevens, first speaker for the nega- alone-, to whiom tickets will
8,
onJanuary
Lobby
Main
.
in
the
tive, endevoured to show by means of uted
of other classes
l
the Engineers were through for the a passage from the Illiad that the'9, and 10. Members
horrors of modern war are much the? i are varned I not to attempt to crash
evening.
the dance is fiThe next game is versus Mass. same as in ancient comb..ts, and that'! the formal. As usual
of the class dues, the
State-at Amherst on Jan. 5, despite all the only differences are in the means nanced by hhalf
other half Egoing for Senior week.
used to produce them.
other announcements.
9
I
1~--

by

knockouts in the second round. Bob
Thorson '37 in the 175 lb. class lost a
close decision to Shea after the most
exciting struggle of the evening. Good
performances we-re made by "Champ"
Norton '36, Fred Claffee '37 in the 115
and 145 lbs. classes respectively. Especially satisfying to Coach Rawson
was the fine job Don Gleaso-n '37
turned in against Ellis in an exhibition match although Gleason was totallyr inexperienced.
Withl the replacement of men nom ii
absented because of stufdies and injur- II
ies, among whom is co-captaint Nick
Lefthese '36, who injured his arm in
practice, completed, Coach Rawson
fool-s confident that he will take aL I
strong and complete team on the
southern trip Feb. 1-2, -next term.
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Mednis' Band has been chosen to
play at the New Year's Dance to be
given by the Commuter's 5:15 Club at
the North Hall in Walker Memorial.
The band, regularly at a Boston
Lodge, has played at many club and
fraternity dances.
The quota of 75 couples which call
be accommodated in the hall is almost filled although tickets went on
sale only yesterday. If more than 20
couples over the quota wish to attend,
arrangements will be made to transfer
the dance to the Main Hall.

Fine Automobile Coachwark
Painting - Accident Work
Upholstering
Fender and Body Dents
19 JERSEY STREET, BOSTON

b-
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JOHN MANNING, Inc.

Despite an extremely game fight
against a superior Harvard team, the
Technology boxers succumbed Saturday to the onslaught of their powerful rivals -y the score o. 7 to 1. Coach
extremely
was
Rawson
Tommy
pleased with the team's showing, especially with the improvement shown
by some of the men who engaged in
competition Saturday for the first
time.
The 165 lb. bout between J. E. Casale '35 and Sears was the only bright
spot in the evening. The Tech rooters
had a chance to cheer when Casale
won by a technical knockout. Co-captain Ed Gaughall '306 and George

., 11934.18,
Deeemb~er
>*day;
.:
. .

....-............

May Be Changed to Larger Hall II Daisuke Yamada and Shigemasa
Yamaguchi from Japanese newspaper
If Quota.-Is Passed
Asahi (in English, The Morning Sun)

. -----Y
I

Sole Institute Victory Turned
In By Jimmy Casale In
165 Lb. Class

~-.

BAND TO PLAY- INS*TITUTE ENTERTAINS
- JAP0ANESE- REPORTERS
5: 15 CLUB D' CE
:

IIfrom Cohen, M. I. T.'s second score
was made by Leman on a pass from
Driscoll and Goodwin. After this second goal, Brown's first string goalie,
ISkillings, returned to the game and

TvrY MITTM
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IMEDNIS'

Tuesday, December 18
Room 10-250.
Rehearsal,
Club
5:00--Glee
5:00-Banjo Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.:
5:00-M. I. T. A. A. Meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.
5:30-Alpha Phi Delta Business Meeting, West Lounge, Walker Memorial.
6:30-Orchestra Rehearsal, Room 10-25D.
7:15-Sigma Chi Basketball, Walker Gymnasium.
7:30-Phi Delta Theta Basketball, Hangar Gymnasium.
7:45-Tech Union Meeting and Discussion, Room 6-120.
Wednesday, December 19
5:00-Christian Science Organization Meeting, Room 10-200.
6:00-Graduate House Christmas Party, North Hall, Walker Memorial.
6:30-Scroll Dinner, Silver Room, Walker Memorial.
7:00-Dorm-itory Basketball, Hangar Gymnasium.
8:00-Quadangle Club Smoker, West Lounge, Walker Memorial.
8:00-German Exchange Students' Dance, Faculty Room, Walker Memorial.
Thursdays December 20
Administration Luncheon, Silver room,
of
Business
1:00-Department
Walker- Memorial.
2:00-Colloquium on Partial Differential Equations, Room 2-246.
3:00-Theoretical Seminar, "The Electrical Conductivity of Metals," by Prof.
N. H. Frank, Eastman Lecture Hall.
4:30-Physical Colloquium, Age Determination by Radio-Activity and Helium,
Eastman Lecture Hall.
5:00-Institute Committee Meeting, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.
6 :00Glee Club Rehearsal, Room 10-250.
5:00-Banjo Club Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.
5:00-CCommuters' Bowling, Cambridge vs. Medford, Suffolk vs. Arlington,
Walker Memorial.
5:30-Plant Engineers' Dinner, Grill Room, Walker Memorial.
5:30-Orchestra Rehearsal, Room 10-250.
6:45-Graduate Fellows Dinner, Silver Room, Walker Memorial.
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